Spontaneous supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking is revealed in all phenomena in which vacuum condensates are physically relevant. The dynamical breakdown of SUSY is generated by the condensates themselves, which lift the zero point energy. Evidence is presented in the case of the Wess-Zuimino model, and the flavor mixing case is treated in detail.
condition for the spontaneous breaking of SUSY [4] . The SUSY breaking revealed considering the free Wess-Zumino (WZ) model should give a qualitative understanding of the behavior of more complicate systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2, we discuss the effects of Bogoliubov transformations in QFT on vacuum energy and we show the SUSY breaking for free WZ model induced by condensates. In Sec.3, we treat the specific case of particle mixing, and Sec.4 is devoted to the discussion of our results and to conclusions.
II. VACUUM CONDENSATE, WZ MODEL AND SUSY BREAKING
In the following we summarize different aspects of Bogoliubov transformations in the context of quantum field theory [27] and we study the effects of vacuum condensates in the free Wess-Zumino model [28] . We start by treating the bosonic case. The fermion case is analogous and will be considered when the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian will be analyzed explicitly.
Any physical degree of freedom of a bosonic field is described by a set of ladder operators a k with canonical commutation relations (CCRs), [ 
, with all other commutators vanishing. To such a set a vacuum |0 is associated, defined by a k |0 = 0, and a Fock space is given as an irreducible representation of the CCRs algebra.
A general Bogoliubov transformation acts on these bosonic modes asã
, which ensures the invariance of the CCRs. The parameter ξ, which in general depends on the mode, is associated to the physics which is implemented by the transformation, e.g. the temperature in the TFD case, or the acceleration in the Unruh case. The Bogoliubov transformation can be expressed by means of a generator
annihilate a state |0(ξ) , i.e.ã k (ξ)|0(ξ) = 0, which is related to the vacuum |0 by |0(ξ) = J −1 (ξ)|0 . Such a state is called itself a vacuum, for the following reason. The generator J is a unitary operator if k assumes a discrete range of values; in this case, the Fock spaces built on the states |0 and |0(ξ) are equivalent. On the other hand if k assumes a continuous infinity of values, which is what happens in the case of QFT, J is not a unitary operator any more. This implies that the state |0(ξ) cannot be expressed as a superposition of vectors belonging to the Fock space built over |0 . Rather, it is a new vacuum, over which a whole new Fock space can be built by using the tilded creation operators. The two Fock spaces are unitarily inequivalent and describe different physical situations.
The above described Bogoliubov transformation acts on the modes of a single field. A second type of Bogoliubov transformation mixes the modes of two fields, and its effects are essentially the same as in the single field case. Such is for example the one which is involved in the case of particle mixing, as we shall see later.
Let us now consider the free Wess-Zumino model. The Lagrangian is given by
where ψ is a Majorana spinor field, S is a scalar field and P is a pseudoscalar field. This Lagrangian is invariant under supersymmetry transformations [28] . By quantizing the fields in the usual way and denoting with α r k , b k and c k the annihilator of ψ, S and P respectively, we define the vacuum |0 = |0 ψ ⊗ |0 S ⊗ |0 P as the state annihilated by such annihilators. Now we perform a Bogoliubov transformation on the ladder operators corresponding to all three fields,
Since the Bogoliubov coefficients of scalar and pseudoscalar bosons are the same, U
Thus, the forms of the coefficients are
, respectively, where ζ is the parameter which controls the physics underlying the transformation. We neglect the phases φ ik , γ ik , i = 1, 2, since they are irrelevant in the following. At any time t the transformations (2)-(4) can be written as:α
, and similar relations for the other operators, where the generator is J(ξ, η, t) = J ψ (ξ, t)J S (η, t)J P (η, t) , with
The new annihilators define the tensor product vacuum |0(t) = |0(t) ψ ⊗ |0(t) S ⊗ |0(t) P , where
The vacuum |0(t) is the relevant, physical vacuum for the systems listed above when they are studied in a supersymmetric context. It has the nontrivial structure of a condensate of couples of particles and antiparticles as can be seen explicitly by looking at the condensation densities of fermions and bosons, 0 (t)|α
Such vacuum condensates are responsible for the energy density of |0(t) being different from zero. In fact, denoting with H = H ψ + H B the free Hamiltonian corresponding to the Lagrangian (1), where
, for bosons. Then the expectation value of the Hamiltonian H on |0(t) is [24] 0 (t)|H|0(t) = 2
which is different from zero and positive because of the presence of the fermion and boson condensates, both of which lift the vacuum energy by a positive amount. This result, together with the fact that the true vacuum is the transformed one |0(t) , implies, in supersymmetric context, the spontaneous breaking of SUSY induced by phenomena in which condensation takes place. The above result, Eq.(5), holds for disparate physical phenomena; the explicit form of the Bogoliubov coefficients V ψ k and V B k specifies the particular system. For example, in the case of Thermo Field Dynamics, the parameter ζ is the temperature, the physical vacuum is the thermal one, and the result is that SUSY is spontaneously broken at any nonzero temperature, as is well known [29, 30] .
III. FLAVOR MIXING AND SUSY BREAKING
Now we consider explicitly the specific case of flavor mixing because of the phenomenological interest of this system. Our starting point is the Wess-Zumino lagrangian for two massive free chiral supermultiplets
with ψ i denoting two free Majorana fermions, S i two free real scalars and P i two free real pseudoscalars (i = 1, 2). We assume that m 1 = m 2 , since this is a necessary condition to have nontrivial mixing. It is clear that both the 1 and 2 sectors of the above Lagrangian are separately invariant under SUSY transformations. Consider now the mixing transformations for the Lagrangian (6):
where A careful discussion of this fact can be found in [10] . Let us now proceed as in the previous section. We quantize the fields ψ i , S i and P i and we express the mixing transformations (7) in terms of generators as respectively, where (σ, i) = (a, 1), (b, 2) , and the generators G −1
are given in Refs. [12] - [14] , [19, 31] .
In a similar way, the flavor annihilation operators are written in terms of free fields annihilators, α
. They annihilate the flavor vacuum (in the following we suppress the explicit time label) |0 f ≡ |0 As before, the vacuum |0 f is a condensate. We have in fact [22] : f 0|α 
The expectation value of the fermionic and bosonic parts of H are given by:
, respectively. Then we have [25] 
which is different from zero and positive when θ = 0 and m 1 = m 2 . Eq. (10) shows that SUSY breaking is induced by particle mixing phenomenon. This situation should show up in any supersymmetric model in which mixing is turned on before SUSY is spontaneously broken by some other mechanism.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that, in a supersymmetric field theory, different phenomena may spontaneously break SUSY because of the presence of vacuum condensates. For many of such systems the nontrivial dynamics makes the naive vacuum of the theory unstable in favor of a new vacuum which contains the vacuum condensates [32] . The real vacuum of the system is obtained from the original one by applying an appropriate Bogoliubov transformation. Besides BCS theory, this is expected to happen in the mixing case as well. In fact, while particle mixing is put by hand in the standard model or in neutrino physics, it is expected to result from some dynamical effect which is still unknown, whose result will be a shift of vacuum. In other situations, such as the Unruh or the Schwinger effects, the system is put in an external field. This makes the original vacuum unstable again (Schwinger effect), or even inaccessible to the observer (Unruh effect), in favor of a new vacuum which is again obtained by means of a Bogoliubov transformation controlled by the external field. In the remaining case, that is TFD, the Bogoliubov transformed vacuum is called thermal vacuum, and it is the appropriate one to use at finite temperature in place of the naive one which is valid at zero temperature. The discussion then boils down to the point that, in any situation in which the physics is described by a vacuum with condensates, SUSY is spontaneously broken. We have given evidence of SUSY breaking in the case of the free Wess-Zumino model, however our result can be extended to more complex and physically relevant situations. In particular, a well established feature of the Standard Model, namely flavor mixing, emerges as a possible trigger of spontaneous SUSY breaking.
